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TOW ARD PEACE IN THE MIDDLE 
EAST: PROBLEMS AND PRINCIPL~ 

ACTION 

As Catholic bishops and as citizens of the United States, we are particularly 

concerned for the p~oples, the nations and the Church in the Middle East. Christianity is 

rooted in the soil of the Holy Land, where Jesus Christ lived, taught, and, according to our 

faith, died and rose again. As pastors, we wish to offer a word of special solidarity and 

support to the Church in the Middle East at a time of trial and difficulty. We sense the fear, 

hope, vulnerability and suffering of the diverse peoples of the region - Jewish, Christian and 

Muslim. We have a deep and abiding relationship of respect for the Jewish people and support 

for the nation of Israel. We also feel with new urgency the pain and hopes of the Palestinian 

people. We have persistently tried to support the Lebanese people in their agony of war and 

devastation. As citizens of the United States, we also recognize the continuing engagement of 

our nation with the Middle East and the significant impact of U.S. policy on the region. 

In 1973 and in 1978, the U.S. Catholic Conference issued policy statements on the 

Middle East outlining the principles we believed would contribute to a· just and lasting peace. 

In light of a number of important subsequent developments, we seek in this statement to share 

our own reflections in the hope that they will contribute to a broad and sustained effort to 

help secure peace, justice, and security for all people in the Middle E·ast. While our title 

refers to "the Middle East", this statement will focus on two major dimensions of the region: 

Lebanon and the relationship of Palestinians, israel and the ·Arab states. 

At the outset, we wish to say a word about our hopes and fears in addressing this 

complex set of issues fraught with such power and emotion among peoples of different faiths 

an~ convicUons. We hope this expression of our concerns and reflections will contribute to a 

broader discussion of Middle East policy and that it will not be misunderstood or misperceived. 

We have sought in these reflections to state our concerns clea:rly, with balance and 

restraint and with genu'ine respect and appreciation for the strong feelings and deep 

convictions of other communities. We believe constructive dialogue does not require silence 
\_ . 

or avoidance of differences; but an understanding that people of good will can sometimes 
. ' ' 

disagree without undermining fundamental relationships of respect. Our consideration of this 

statement has been enriched by the perspectives of leaders of a number of Jewish, Muslim and 

other Christian commu~ities and organizations. 

To address the Middle East is to confront a region with a sacred character and a 

conflicted history. To understand "the Middle East question" it is necessary to probe political, 

religious, cultural and moral issues which are woven together in a complex tapestry. Reducing 

the reality of the Middle E_ast to one dimension - whethe·r it be political, .military, religious, 
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ethnic or economic - inevitably distorts the nature of the problems people and nations face 

there. This quest for simplicity in turn leads to proposals which .frustrate the task of shaping a 

just and stable peace in the Middle East. 

I. The Religious and Political Significance of the Mi_ddle East 

The complexity and challenge of the Middle East is related to its unique blend of 

religious and political history. Because it is the birthplace of Judaism, Christianity and Islam, 

the region engages the -interests, the hopes and the passions of people throughout the world. 

The history and geography of the Middle East are permeated by events, memories, traditions 

and texts by which millions of believers in every part of the globe, in different ways, define 

their religious commitments and convictions. The religious communities living in the Middle 

East today hold in trust the religious legacy and heritage of much of the world's population. 

The sacred character and content of Middle East history provide an abiding resource of 

hope: that the family of Abraham, his descendants in faith, may be able to draw from their 

religious values and moral principles a common framework for shaping a peaceful future. As 

Catholic bishops we believe this hope is well founded; religious conviction and the moral 

vision which nows from it can provide the motivation and direction for transforming the 

present conflicts of the Middle East into a stable political community of peace. However, 

injudicious use of religious convictions can harden political attitudes, raise contingent claims 

to absolute status and obscure the fact that both prudence and justice may require political 

compromise at times. 

It is difficult to conceive of this stable and peaceful future for the Middle East apart 

from the contributions of Judaism, Christianity and Islam, a contribution which must be shaped 

and guided by balanced, careful and prudent resort to each religious· tradition. 

The religious diversity of the Middle East is matched by its political complexity. There 

are very {ew places in the world today where the political and human stakes are as great, and 

where the danger of military ·conflict is so high. A distinguishi_ng characteristic of the Middle 

East is the way in which the political life of the region has direct and often dangerous global 

implications. At both the regional and the global level, therefore, the Middle East poses a 

major political and moral challenge. 

The Region: The region in fact contains several distinct political conflicts~ The 1980s 

have vividly demonstrated the destructive capacities resident in the Middle East: the carnage 

of the Iran-Iraq war (including the use of children as foot soldiers.and the resurgence of 

chemical war), as well as the devastation of Lebanon, both testify to multiple sources of 

conflict _resident in the region. 

An a.dequate analysis of the Middle East must be grounded in a recognition of the 

distinct kinds of conflict which run through the area. · At the same time, it is possible to 
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identify a central issue which has eharacterized the history of the Middle East for the last 

forty years: the Israeli-Arab-Palestinian struggle. Both the moral intensity of the Middle East 

problem and its direct relationship to the larger issues of world politics are best illustrated by 

the continuing conflict of ISrael, the Arab states and the Palestinians. 

While the disputes are cast in political terms, it is essential to understand that each of 

the major parties, particularly the Israelis and Palestinians, sees its political position as having 

a clear moral basis. Political objeetives are supported by moral claims on both sides. The 

moral claims in turn are grounded in and supported by historical memories. 

In the Passover Seder Jews "preserve the memory of the land of their forefathers at the. 

heart of their hope. "(Vatican 'Notes, Section VI, n. 33, May 1985.) They recall centuries of 

discrimination in East and West. They remember the.Shoah, which in the words of Pope John 

Paul II is a "warning, witness and silent cry to all humanity." At the time of the Holocaust 

they ·round few secure: places to flee or find refuge. Israel represents for the Jewish 

community the hope of a place of security and safety in a world which has often not provided 

· either for the Jewish people. 

Palestinians too have ancient ties to the land. Some trace their roots to New 

Testament times. Their history ineludes centuries of living under the rule of others: 

Byzantium, the Caliphates, thE'.. Crusaders, the Ottoman Empire. In recent times their 

memories include the loss of ancestral lands and hundreds of villages; the displacement of now 

2,000,000 people, most living as exiles from their native land; the indifference of the world to 

their plight; and the frustration of their national aspirations 

The politics of the Middle East, shaped by this historical, moral and religious 

background are not po,litics as usual . The· essential stakes i_n the Israeli-Palestinian conflict 

are the central values by which nations and peoples define their existence: security, 

sovereignty and territory. It is difficult to conceive of a more funda.mental definition of 

political conflict. Without trying to define and describe the essence of the conflict at this 

point, it is useful to _illustrate its intense and unyi~lding character. 

For Israel, one way to describe its policy problem is the relationship of territory to 

security and survival. How much territory is required to guarantee the security of the state 

·and the survival of its people? The terms of the debate have changed over time, particularly 

after the 1967 war, but the essential argument, what constitutes "secure bordersn, has run 

through Israel's history as a. modern state. 

T~e Israelis live with a sense of political and psychological vulnerability which outside 

observers (especially in a country as large and physically protected as the U:nited States) often 

fail to understand. Surrounded by Arab states (and formally at peace only with Egypt), Israelis 

see their geo~ra·phical position as one of persistent vulnerability; they have an overriding sense 
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that there is very .little room for error in judging security issues. In addition to threats from 

other states, Israel has been continuously faced with terrorist actions by groups aligned with 

the Palestinian cause. 

A result of this history, and the fact of five wars in forty years, is Israel's 

determination to be secure by amas·sing military power sufficient to offset the threat of its 

well armed neighbors. In the minds of the Israelis, both the objectives they seek - security 

and territory - and these means are morally justified, because what is at stake is their 

survival as a people. 

The reason why many in the Middle East and in the world have not been able to identify 

with Israel's case in all its aspects is not simply the inability to appreciate Israeli psychology. 

The more substantial reason is that Israel's conception of what is needed for security, 

particularly after 1967, has run directly counter to Palestinian claims. 

The problem for the Palestinians has not been security and territory, but territory and 

sovereignty. Since 19i48 the Palestinian case - often represented by other Arab voices in the 

past, but today a case made by Palestinians themselves - is that they have been deprived of 

territory and denied status as as a sovereign state. The Palestinian case, like Israel's, is both 

political and psychological: political existence in a world of sovereign states requires 

recognition of sovereignty; both territory and sovereignty are needed iJ Palestinians, living 

inside. and outside the Israeli occupied territories, are to have a psychological sense of their 

identity. 

The Palestinian conception of how much territory is necessary for a viable sovereign 

state has changed over time. From an early policy laying claim to all the areas described as 

Palestine, the Palestinian position today is focused on the West Bank and Gaza. Even with this 

change, however, it is clear that Is.raeli and Palestinian positions collide over the same 

territory. The regional challenge in the Middle East involves the political and moral • 
adjudication of conflicting claims aimed at breaking the cycle of a violent past. 

Global Fears: Success or failure at the regional level has global implicat~ons. The 

Middle East is one of the regions of the world where local conflict has the capacity to engage 

the superpowers. The political-i:noral problem of the Middle East involves, there.fore, not only 

regional justice, but global security. The threat of proliferation of nuclear weapons, ballistic 

missiles and chemical weapons in the Middle East, has only intensified the danger that a 

regional conflict woul-d escalate to international proportions. 

A stable peace, based on the just satisfaction of the needs of states and peoples in the 

region is required first of all because the citizens of the Middle East have suffered enough. 

But peac1e Uiere is also a requirement for the .welfare of the citizens of the world. Regional 

justice and international security are joined in the Middle East. 
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II. The N CCB and the Middle East 

The Middle East can be analyzed from many perspectives. In this statement we write 

as Catholic bishops, in our role as pastors and teachers. This identity shapes our approach to 

the issues of the Middle East. 

We are bound by deep ties of faith to the Holy Land, the land of the Hebrew prophets, 

the land of Jesus' birth, ministry, passion, death and the resurrection. These ties ar.e the 

starting point of our reflection. As bishops in the universal Church, we are guided by the 

continuing engagement of Pope John Paul II with all the major questions of the Middle East. 

Building on the pastoral concern and policies of his predecessors, the Holy Father consistently 

seeks to lift up before the international community the human, religious and moral dimensions 

of the Middle East. 

By this statement we hope to foster the process described by the Holy Father: "that the 

Israeli and Palestinian peoples, each loyally accepting the other and their legitimate aspirations, 

may find a solution that permits each of them to live in a homeland of their own, in freedom, 

·dignity and security." (L'Osservatore Romano, Eng. ed., 5 December 1988). The statement also 

responds to Pope John Paul's determination to protect the Lebanese people and their country: 

"We cannot resign ourselves to seeing that country deprived of its unity, territorial integrity 

sovereignty and independence. It is a question here of rights which are fundamental and 

incontestable for every nation." (L'Osservatore Romano, Eng. ed., 13 Feb. 1989) 

We are also bound by ties of episcopal solidarity with our brother bishops in the Middle 

East and with the communities they serve in Jerusalem, Beirut, Baghdad, Damascus, Amman, 

Cairo and in other cities and villages throughout the Middle East. We are conscious of the 

crucial but doubly difficult vocation of the Christians in the Middle East. In almost all 

situations they live as a religious minority in a predominantly Islamic world, often under 

pressures of various kinds as they seek to live their faith. Yet they also have the possibility 

and the duty of living their Christianity in an interreligious context where they can witness to 

its value and share its resources generously. 

In this statement we express our solidarity with these Christian communities of the 

Middle East, especially those in Lebanon, and demonstrate our concern·through an ~ffort aimed 

at enhancing the search for peace in their homelands. 

We approach the Middle East question conscious of three different relationships, each of 

which we value highly, all of whiCh are pertinent to the quest for peace in the Middle East. 

At the level of interreligious dialogue we maintain relationships with both the Jewish and. 

Islamic communities in the United· States. Since the Second Vatican Council Jewish-Catholic 

dialogue has made major strides. Living with the largest Jewish community in the world, we 

have enjoyed extensive exchanges and deepening friendship leading to a fuller understanding of 
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Judaism and our own faith. 

Our relationships with Islamic. communities in the United States are more recent, but 

they are expanding rapidly. As in the Catholic-Jewish dialogue, Catholic-Islamic interests 

range from explicitly religious issues to social questions, among which peace and justice in 

the Middle East has a special place. Here also the process of dialogue has enhanced our 

understanding of Islam and deepened our own sense of faith. Islamic-Christi~ dialogue is 

facilitated by the climate of respect for religious differences in the United States. 

Finally, as bishops in the United States we are citizens of a~d religious leaders in a 

nation with a critical role in the Middle East. In terms of both the regional and the global 

significance of the Middle East, the U.S. role is always important and sometimes decisive. 

The U.S. relationship with Israel has been a defining element of Middle East politics in 

the last 'forty years. The very dominance of the fact, in the Middle East and in the United 

States itself, often obscures the extensive relationship of the United States with virtually ail of 

the Arab states. This significant relationship has been crucially enh~nced by the U. s. decision 

to open political discussions with the Palestine Liberation Organization (PL9) in December of 

1988. The United States now has the opportunity to use its influence and relationships to 

foster a more extensive dialogue among Is~ael, Palestinians and the Arab states. 

Public attention and discussion of the Middle East has been renewed because of the 

intifada, the continuing tragedy of the hostages in Lebanon and the devastation occurring within 

Lebanon. We addressed the question of u.s~ policy in the Middle East in 1973 and in 1978. We 

return to the topic in this statement because·we believe that a possibility to build relationships 

of trust and shape a secure peace exists today in the Middle East. 

As often happens in political affairs, a moment of opportunity is partly the product of 

conflict and suffering: this is surely the case in Lebanon, the West Bank and Gaza, in Israel as 

. well.as in the lives of the hostages. The suffering must be lamented but the moment of oppor

tunity must be grasped. We are convinced that U.S. engagement is ne.eded to stimulate a new 

initiative for peace in the region of the Middle East. Past experience illustrates that sustained 

U.S. efforts, pursued at the highest level of government, can catalyze a peace pr·ocess. In this 

statement we focus on two· aspects of the wider Middle East picture: the Israeli-Arab

Palestinian question and the fate of Lebanon. Our concern is to examine these issues. i~ light 

of the challenge they pose for U.S. policy and for the Church in the United States. 

We address these issues in light of the religfous and moral di_mensions at the heart of 

the Middle East. We offer these reflections as a contribution to the Catholic co~munity and 

to the wider U.S. policy debate on the Middle East. 

Ill. Israel, the Arab States and the Palestinians: Principles for Policy and Peace 

During the last forty· years, it is possible to distinguish two levels of the Israeli-Arab-
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Palestinian question. One level involves Israel and the Arab states; this conflict has been at 

the forefront of the wars of 1948, 1956, 1967, and 1973. From th~se wars emerged the formula 

of "land for peace" in U.N. Resolutio~ 242 (cf. Appendix) which remains the diplomatic guideline 

for a lasting resolution to the Arab-Israeli conflict. The goal of the formula, exemplified in 

the Israeli-Egyptian Peace Treaty (1979), would return captured lands in exchange for 

· diplomatic recognition of Israel and an end to the state of belligerency by the Arab states. 

A second level of the conflict, one which has become increasingly independent since 

1973, is the Israeli-Palestinian question. While this issue is embedded in the larger Arab-Israeli 

relationship, it has taken on its own life, particularly in the light of the "intifada" or Palestinian 

uprising in the Israeli occupied territories of the West Bank and Gaza since December 1987. 

IV. Principles for Policy 

The achievement of a lasting and comprehensive peace in the Middle East must address 

both levels of the problem. There can be no secure peace that does not eventually include full 

diplomatic relations between the Arab states and Israel. Anything short of this leaves the 

''legitimacy" of Israel undefined in the policy of the Arab States, and reinforces Israel's position 

that the only road to survival is one requiring superior military power. 

·Negotiations are essential for both Israel and the Arab states. Both have needs which 

can only be met in the. context of a negotiated agreement, supported by other members of the 

international community. Israel has justifiably sought a clear declaration of its acceptance by 

its Arab neighbors. The time is long past when this basic element of international life should be 

affirmed for Israel. 

The Arab states need negotiations to address territorial claims resulting from the wars of 

the last forty years. The bitter disputes about the Golan Heights, the West Bank and Gaza 

which have divided the Middle East for years must find a negotiated resolution which meets the 

just claims of the Arab states, the security requirements of Israel and the long-denied rights of 

the P ale.stinian people. 

The Israeli-Palestinian question is theoretically distinguishable from the ·first set of 

issues, but it cannot be divorced from them. Both principles and public opinion bind the Arab 

states to make settlement of the Palestinian question an intrinsic part of any settlement with 

Israel. At the same ti me it is clear tl')at the· term "Arab-Israeli" conflict is insufficient for 

defining the specific elements of the Palestinian question. 

Unlike the formula adopted in U.N. Resolution 242, which treated Palestinians as 

refugees, the situation today - post-Rabat (1974), in light of the _intifada (1987-89) and after 

U.S.-PLO talks (1988-89) - requires independent recognition of the Palestinian people and a 

specific addressing of the issues between Israel and the Palestinians,. Neither the 242 approach 

(Palestinians are not a par.ty) nor even the Camp David· approach (Palestinians in ·a secondary 
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role} are adequate for framing the Middle East question today. 

Addressing both dimensions of the Israel-Arab-Palestinian problem, we recommend the 

following principles, rooted in a moral assessment of the problem and related to its political 

dimensio!l'lS. 

1. Pope John Paul Il's Proposal: In a series of addresses and statements Pope John Paul 

II has framed a basic perspective in light of which diplomatic efforts should proceed toward a 

settlement of the Israeli-Palestinian question. The Holy Father has expressed the perspective in 

diverse forms, but with a consistent meaning: the fundamental right of both Israelis and 

Palestinians to a homeland. On September 11, 1987, while addressing U.S. Jewish leaders in 

Miami, the Pope said: 

Catholics recognize among the elements of the .Jewish experience that.Jews have a 

religious attachment to the Land, which finds its roots in biblical tradition. 

After the tragic extermination of the Shoah, the Jewish people began a new period in 

their history. They have a right to a homeland, as does any civil nation, according to 

international law. "For the Jewish people who live in the State of Israel and who 

preserve in that land such precious testimonies to their history.and their faith, we must 

ask for the desired security .and the due tranquility that is the prerogative of every 

nation and condition of. life and of progress for every society .• " (Redemptionis Anno, 20 

April 1984) 

What has been said about the right to a homeland also applies to the Palestinian people, 

so many of whom remain homeless and refugees .• While all concerned must honestly · 

reflect on the past, Muslims no less than Jews and Christians, it is time to forge those 

solutions which will lead to a just, complete and lasting peace in that area. For this 

peace I earnestly pray. Orgins (September 24, 1987) 

On December 23, 1988, a Vatican press statement reiterated Pope John Paul Irs view of 

the problem: "The supreme pontiff repeated that he is deeply conviqced that the two peoples 

have an identical, fundamental right to have 

their own homeland in which they live in freedom, dignity and security in harmony with their 

neighbors.11 (L'Osservatore Romano, December, 1988) 

The .assertion that each party, Israel and the Palestinians, has equal rights. establishes 

the framework in moral terms for political· negotiations. Because each party has: a right to a 

hqmeland~ the goal of negotiations should be fulfillment of the two rights. · Because the content 

of the right (territory with a legitimately recognized title to it) cannot be realized without each 

party accepting limits on its claim (how much territor'y each possesses), the classical distinction 

of ~ffirming a right, then setting ijmits on its meaning and exercise will have to guide 

negotiations. 
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The result of recognizing the same right in both parties, then limiting its· extent to allow 

for fulfillment of both rights should produce a settlement which achieves two objectives. First, 

it should formalize Israel's existence as a sovereign state in the eyes of the Arab states and the 

Palestinians; and second, it should establishe a Palestinian homeland with its sovereign status 

recognized by Israel. The achievement of this outcome will require a series of other steps, 

which we have advocated in 1973 and 1978 and now reaffirm. 

2. Recognition of Israel's Right to Existence Within Secure Borders: Both the U.N. 

Resolution 242 and the papal statements require this recognition as a means of resolving the 

"security-territory" problem for Israel. In our view, it is a foundation stone for a just and stable 

peace. This issue is so central, as a matter ~f survival, in Israel's conception of its situation in 

the Middle East, that it is in everyone's interest for security to be guaranteed po·litically, 

strategically and psychologically for the Israelis. Secure borders are the means by which a 

nation's existence can be defended. To affirm Israel's right to exist and not resolve the secure 

borders question is to fail to resolve the issue which has led to four wars. Resolving the issue, 

however, will require a disciplined definition of what constitutes adequate security. The 

resolution of the security-territory issue cannot bE;! based on such an expansive definition of 

security for Israel that the fundamental rights of other parties (especially Palestinians and the 

neighboring states) are preempted. 

It is said that one state's absolu.te security ineans everyone else's insecurity. No lasting 

settlement can be based on the logic of absolute security, because even the right to security 

must be related to other just claims in a political context. Recognition of this point opens the 

way for the "land for peace" formt11la to be used effec tively. 

3. Recognition of Palestinian ~ights: At the heart of the legitimate rights of the 

Palestinians is the right to a homeland, another foundation stone of a just peace. The right to a 

homeland for the Palestinians is tied to recognition of other rights: (1) their right to participate 

a.s equals, through representatives selec ted by Palestinians, in all negotiations affecting their 

destiny; (2) the right to a clear, legitimated title to their territory, not dependent on the 

authority of others. 

This cluster· of rights seeks to address the "territory- sovereignty11 needs of the 

Palestinians. The conclusion which follows from these assertions is as clear as it has been 

controversial: Palestinian representation,'ifl Middle East negotiations leading to Palestinian 

territorial and political sovereignty. 

To draw this conclusion requires recognizing limits on Palestinian rights: sovereign title 

to a territor.y of their own means disavowing larger claims to other territory in Israel. 

Sovereign coexistence with Israel requires an understanding that security is a mutual term -

Palestinians will ensur~ secure possession of their homeland by being clear in word and deed 
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several occasions: (1) the sacred character of Jerusalem as a heritage for the Abrahamic faiths 

should be guaranteed; 2) religious freedom should be safeguarded; (3) the rights acquired by the 

various communities regarding shrines, holy places, educational and social institutions must be 

ensured; and (4) the Holy City's special religious status should be protected by "an appropriate 

juridical safeguard" which is internationally respected and guaranteed. 

It is useful to recognize that these elements are not fulfilled by simply discussing who 

has sovereignty in Jerusalem, nor do these elements require any one particular form of 

jurisdiction or sovereignty. They neither demand nor exclude one civil power exercising 

sovereignty in the city of Jerusalem. 

B. The Intifada 

The principles just outlined find a specific reference in the Israeli-Palestinian question. 

It is this aspect of the Middle East that the intifada has pushed to the center of the policy 

agenda. For much of the last decade the Palestinian question has been overshadowed by the 

Egyptian-Israeli negotiations, the hostage crisis, the Iran-Iraq war, the Persian Gulf conflict and 

the Lebanese war. 

It was precisely when others seemed to ignore them that the Palestinians in the Occupied 

Territori,es of the West Bank and Gaza took matters into their own hands. Since December 1987 

Palestinians have forc·ed Israel, the United States, the Arab states and the international 

community to pay attention to them again. The intifada has recast the policy agenda in the 

Middle East. 

There are several possible ways to interpret the significance of this event of the 

intifada. Here, its political, psychological and human rights significance strike us as important 

to highlight. Politically, the intifada is a statement that after more than twenty years of 

military ,occupation the Palestinians refuse to be reconciled to this status. The essence of the . 

Palestinian claim is that the present political situation in the Israeli ~ccupied territories rests 

upon an injustice, a denial of fundamental human -rig}1ts. 

Psychologically, the_ pressing of their political posit.ion through the intifada has provided 

a new sense of political self-determination and solidarity for a whole generation of Palestinians. 

The central theme which needs to be lifted up and repeated is that the intifada is a cry for 

jUstice; it is~ cry for personal and political identity; it is an expression of the personal and 

political rights which Palestinians have a~ human beings worthy of being respected as individuals 

and as a people. 

The scope and duration of the intifada have created the strongest challenge yet moitnted 

against Israel's_ rule in tt~e West Bank and Gaza since 1967. The Government of Israel has 

recognized the fundamental politic.al challenge posed by the intifada and it has responded. The 

U.S. Governm.ent's human ·rights report concisely captures the response. The Israeli Government 
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sees the intifada not simply as a civil disturbance, but, "as a new phase of the 40 year war 

against Israel and as a threat to the security of the state." (Country Reports, p. 1377) 

The measures taken in this "war" have produced the strongest human rights criticism -

inside and outside of Israel - in the twenty-two years of occupation. 

The U.S. Government's Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 1988 documents 

several principal categories of human rights violations including: (1) excessive use of force 

resulting in many Palestinian deaths; (2) physical abuse and beatings of prisoners and of others 

not directly involved in demonstrations; (3) demolition and sealing of homes; and (4) closing of 

educational institutions; and (5) arrest and detention without trial. 

Moreover, the Heads of Christian communities in Jerusalem in a public statement in 

f\pril 1989 described their peoples' experience of constant deprivation of their fundam~ntal 

rights, and tragic and unnecessary loss of Palestinian lives, especi~lly among minors. 

The precise adjudication of distinct human rights claims is open to continuous review, but 

the deeper political question - the justice and legitimacy of Palestinian demands for territory 

and sovereignty - is the fundamental issue posed by the intifada. It i~ precisely the political 

foundation of the intifada, a reality acknowledged both by the Palestinians and the Israelis, 

which gives it special significance. It for this reason that it is chosen here for attention among 

the many human rights issues in the Middle East. 

V. Lebanon: The Tragedy and the Crime 

In a region which has long known war, death and suffering, the case of Lebanon in the 

last fifteen years still stands out as particularly horrifying. Since 1'975 over 100,000 Lebanese 

·have been killed in a nation of four million; in recent months thousands were killed or wounded 

in the constant shelling which left Beirut devastated and depopulated. 

The statistics convey some of the horror of the war in Lebanon. The tragedy lies first of 

all in the loss of human life, but also the contrast between what Lebanon has been and could be 

in the Middle East and what it now is. Because the Middle East requires that political and 

religious convictions be continuously-balanced, Lebanon has stood for over forty years as a 

daring experiment. From the time of the National Pa<?t in 1943, the effort to weave various 

religious traditions into a for~ of democratic governance has been pursued with determination 

in Lebanon. The process had. major flaws and the description of the systeIJl was always better 

than its performance, but the Lebanese experiment in interreligious comity and democratic 

governance held a unique place 'in the Middle E~t. The present disintegration of bo.th the 

religious and political dimensions of Lebanese society is an incalculable loss for the Middle 

East. As Pope John Paul II said in. his appeal to the followers of Islam: "The eyes of the whole 

world behold a ravaged land where human life_ no longer seems to count. The victims are the . 

Lebanese themselves - Moslems and Christians - and day after day the ruins on Lebanese soil 
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become ever more numerous. As children of the God of mercy, who is our creator and guide but 

a.ls our judge, how can we believers allow ourselves to .remain indifferent to a whole people 

which is dying before our very eyes?" (NC News, September 27, 1989) 

There are several causes which contributed to the terror and tragedy of Lebanon in the 

1980s. It is possible to distinguish internal and external reasons for the dissolution of the 

Lebanese state and society. Typically, Lebanese stress the external elements, and outside 

observers assign major responsibility to the Lebanese themselves. However Qte balance is 

struck, both dimensions are necessary for an understanding of Lebanon in the 1970s and 1980s. 

Internally, the description often given of Lebanon is that it has been the scene of what 

many people perceive to be a "religious war" since 1975. The reality is more complex. It is not 

possible to understand Lebanon apart from its religious rivalries, but it is not ace?urate to 

analyze the Lebanese conflict exclusively through a religious prism. In addition, unfortunately, 

many groups responsible for violence are identified, or choose to be identified, by a religious 
' 

label. 

The National Compact of 1943, an unwritten agreement formulated by Lebanese 

Christians and Muslim leaders at the time of independence, sought to achieve a balance of 

religious freedom and religious participation in Lebanese society for 17 different religious 

groups in the country. Part of the agreement was the assignment of .constitutional offic~s to 

different religious constituencies; the President was to be a Maronite, the Prime Minister a 

Sunni, the Speaker of the Parliament a S.hiite. There was also system of proportional 

representation in Parliament. The system survived and succeeded to a degree not often 

acknowledged from the perspective of the 1980s. Its success should not be forgotten amidst the 

. destruction of these past years in Lebanon. 

But the system did fail to adapt and to accommodate both. demographic changes (a part 

of the original formula was based on the Christian-Muslim statistics .of the 1930s) and political 

changes within key groups in Lebanon. By the 1970s both political and economic reforms were 

urgently needed, but not undertaken. The failure to address· internal reform in the 1970s, and 

the inability of the political leadership (Christian and Muslim) to shape a viable constitutional 

consensus in the 1980s opened the way for the Lebanese political, economic and religious 

controversy to get caught up in open military conflict, beginning in 1975 and continuing in much 

intensified form in 1989. 

Internal factors alone cannot account for the history of Lebanon since 197 5. The 

external causes of Lebanese conflict are essentially the projection of the major rivalries of 

the Middle East into Lebanon. The country has pecame the battleground of the region. The · 

fact that there were Lebanese parties willing to strike deals with the outsiders must be 
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acknowledged, but it does not diminish the point. Lebanon has been devastated from within 

and without. 

In the 1970s, Palestinians were granted refuge and support by the Lebanese. They then 

tried to construct a.n autonomous base of operations from Lebanese soil, thereby threatening 

Lebanon's external relations, and shredding its internal cohesion. In the early conflict of 

Lebanese a.nd Palestinians, the Syrians entered Lebanon; they came at the invitation of other 

Arab states, but they have long ago outlived their welcome. 

Syria has become an occupying power in Lebanon. The limited legitimacy of its initial 

intervention is exhausted; yet it still has the capacity to play a positive role in relation to 

Lebanon. There is no-long-term answer to Lebanon's predicament that does not include Syrian 

military withdrawal. 

The other major intervention in Lebanon is that of Israel. The Israeli invasion in 1982, 

undertaken for Israel's purposes with the invitation of the Lebanese, did not end Israel's 

involvement in Lebanon. Israeli ·forces, with the cooperation· of some. Lebanese, continue to 

control southern Lebanon. 

Pope John Paul II powerfully described what is at stake in Lebanon in his Angelus 

Message of August 15, 1989: . 

"What is happening before everyone's eyes is the responsibility of the whole world. 

It is a process which is bringing on the destruction of Lebanon. 

Truly, we are confronted with a menace to the whole of international life. It is a 

moral menace, all the more painful because it is a weaker State which endures the 

violence or the indifference of stronger ones. ·In fact, the principle according to 

which it is not lawful to harm the weak, to kill the weak, is valid also in international 

life. Who so behaves is guilty not only before God, the supreme Judge, but also 

before the justice of human history. 

Moral guilt weighs also on all those who, in such situations, have not defended the 

weak when they could and should have done so."(L'O'sservatore Romano Eng. ed., 21 

August 1989) 

Wha~ can be done? T? ask that question in 1989, after months of slaughter in Beirut, is 

to be faced with very narrow choices. What is at sta_ke in the first instance is Lebanese life: 

the lives of women and children who have lived in bunkers and bomb shelters; the lives of.

ordinary Le_banese who are not terrorists or militias but citizens who have lived and worked in a 

free-fire zone. At a different level the stakes are political and cultural; the Lebanese 

experiment - an multi-religious, multi-ethnic democracy - must be preserved. It is important 

for the Lebanese and it was a crucial ingredient in the Middle East; it is now mortally 

threatened. What is at .stake today is whether this valua.ble attelJlpt of bridging both ·East and 
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West and Christianity and Islam will ever be tried again . . 

The significance of what is at stake in Lebanon has been continually stressed by Pope 

John Paul II. In his letter to the Secretary General of the United Nations of May 15, 1989 he 

said: 

At this point the very existence of Lebanon is threatened; for many years this country 

has been an example of the peaceful coexistence of its citizen~, both Christian and 

Muslim, based on the foundation of the equality of rights, and respect for the 

principles of a democratic society. 

(L'Osservatore Romano, Eng. ed., 24 May 1989) 

Finally, what is at stake in Lebanon is a special and specific form of Christian presence 

in the Middle East. One need not endorse, support or agree with some things done under the 

title Christian during the last fifteen years, to be able to say that. Christian presence in 

Lebanon is an anchor for Christian life in the Middle East. What is ,at stake in Lebanon is the 

way the Christian presence there has sustained Christian hope and life in other countries of 

the Middle East. 

What can be done? If the tragedy of Lebanon involves in part what some outside forces 

have done in the country, the crime against Lebanon is the way other outside forces have 

failed to provide constructive diplomatic and political support in Lebanon's hour of need. The 

parties who did intervene in Lebanon had interests there, but little concern for the L.ebanese. 

What is needed are outside parties who have a concern for Lebanon, but are not self-interested 

parties in the usual sense of the term. 

In his message to episco~al conferences throughout the world of September 26, 1989, 

Pope John Paul.II forcefully emphasized the moral imperative which today confronts the 

internati,onal community in its duty to Lebanon: "To be sure., it is not for the Pope to put 

forward technical solutions; yet, out of concern for the spiritual and.material well-being of 

every person without distinction, I feel that is my grave duty to insist on certain obligations 

which are incumbent upon the leaders of nations. Disregard for these obligations could lead 
. . 

quite simply to a breakdown of orderly international relations and, once again, to the handing 

over of mankind to brute force alone. If rights, duties and those procedures which 

international leaders have worked out and subscribed to are scorned with impunity, then 

relations between peoples will suffer, peace will be threatened and mankind will end up a 

hostage to the ambitions and interests of those who hold the most power. For this reason, I 

have wished to state again and again - and I repeat it once more today on behalf of the whole 

Church - that international law and those institutions which guarantee it remain indispensable 

points of reference for defending the equal dignity of peoples and of individuals." (NC News, - - . . 

September 27; 1989) 
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Intervention has hurt the Leba~ese, but it is seriously questionable in 1989 whether the 

Lebanese are capable of moving beyond war and destruction without help. It will take a mix of 

internal .and external forces to reconstruct Lebanon. The reforms which are required -

constitutionally, politically, economically and legally - must be Lebanese products. They 

must be shaped by a generation of Lebanese political leaders who recognize that the designs of 

the 1940s will not fit the Middle East of the 1990s. 

But internal reform in 1989 can only occur after space is created within which Lebanese 

can discuss, decide and make choices. Here, disinterested outside parties are needed. Without 

Syrian withdrawal from Beirut immediately, and a promise of full Syrian military withdrawal, 

the Lebanese can neither decide freely nor choose effectively. At present the Syrians have 

little incentive to withdraw; a larger international framework must be created which will 

create the conditions for Syrian withdrawal and will promise that legitimate Syrian foreign 

policy concerns will be met. 

The same logic applies to Israel; it has legitimate security concerns which must be met, 

but not at the expense of Lebanon. 

Creating this larger international context is a task in which the United States is an 

indispensable force, together with France and the Arab League. There is also the widespread 

conviction that Soviet influence in Syria could be considerable. The goal of creating political 

space is to free Lebanon of all foreign forces. The first steps toward peace are embodied in 

the initiative of the Arab League which we urge all parties to support. 

If political space can be created, the immediate need is to reconstitute the institutions 

of the Lebanese state: the offices of President, Prime Minister and Speaker of the Parliament 

need to be filled with individuals who can command loyalty across religious lines. Following 

initial steps in this regard a government of national un.ity could be envisioned. 

Finally, if political reconstruction begins, economic assistance, both humanitarian aid 

and longer term development assistance, will be essential for Lebanon. 

V. United States Policy: Recommendations 

We have had U.S. policy in mind throughout this statement since we write as bishops of 

the United States. The purpose of this section, however, is to draw out more specifically a set 

of recommendations for U.S. policy in light of the assessm.ent we have made of the Middle 

East. Our concern here is to relate the moral principles found within this statement to 

specific choices in the U.S. policy discussion. By definition these specific judgments are open 

to debate and to amendment in light of changes in the Middle East. 

What is not open to debate is the need to move. forward in the Middle East peace 

process. The method of progress must be dialogue - it is the tested alternative to violence. 

Pope John Paµl II has described the dynamic of dialogue which can lead to peace: "I exhort 
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that consideration with sincere good will be given to every positive and constructive gesture 

that may come from either party. The road of dialogue in the search for peace is certainly 

arduous and tiring, but each obstacle that is removed can be considered true progress, 

certainly worthy of inspiring other corresponding gestures and the needed confidence to 

proceed." (L'Osservatore Romano, Eng. ed., December 1988) 

The specific policy recommendations we make in this section are all designed to 

enhance a movement toward dialogue, promoting ccmfidence among the parties and removing 

obstacles in the search for a just peace. The recommendations highlight the role of the United 

States, but the appeal to a broader dialogue involves in the first instance the parties to the 

conflict in the Middle East. The key to successful political dialogue will be Palestinians 

willing to discuss secure boundaries and stable political relations with Israel, and Israelis 

willing to discuss territory and sovereignty with Palestinians; successful political dialogue will 

require Arab states to assure Israeli legitimacy and ~ecurity, and it will require Israeli 

commitment to land for peace. The Israel-Egypt negotiations of the 1970's provide a model 

for successful dialogue. They also highlight the essential role of the United States in fostering 

such negotiations. 

Presently there are several proposais to begin negotiations advocated by different 

parties. The Israeli government advanced a proposal on May 14, 1989. President Mubarak of 

Egypt has offered recommendations which build upon the Israeli plans. The Mubarak plan is a 

creative initiative designed to expand upon other initiatives and to transcend both ~rocedural 

and substantive obstacles. Palestinian representatives and other states have called for an 

international conference as the forum for Middle East negotiations. 

Without entering a discussion of these proposals, our purpose is to urge consideration of 

them and to reiterate our conviction that dialogue and negotiation are the road to peace in the 

Middle East. 

Dialogue - practical, realistic negotiations - based on a firm commitment to secure a· 

just peace is also a key to the survival of Lebanon. The dialogue required is between Lebanese 

and Lebanese about the internal structure and polity of their country. But a diplomatic 

dia1()gue of Syrians and Israelis with the Lebanese is needed as well. 

The United States is positioned to assist. the political dialogue required in the Middle 

East. It cannot substitute for others, but it can assist them. Our recommendations are 

offered to urge the further engagement of the United States in the pro~ess of seeking and 

making peace in the Middle ·East. 

A. The U.S.- Soviet Relationship in the Middle East 

One of the elements which leads us to believe there is a new moment - indeed an open 

m·oment - in the .Middle East is the possibility for constructive change in the u.s.-soviet 
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relationship~ 

For many years the Soviet Union has been at the margin of Middle East developments. 

Recent Soviet statements seem to suggest that the Soviet "new. thinking" on foreign policy is 

not satisfied to stay at the margin. At the same time the tenor and themes of Soviet 

statements indicate a. willingness to play a more constructive role in the region. 

It is evident that superpower rivalry in the past forty years has intensified the danger of 

the Middle East and has ma.de resolution of key issu_es very difficult. If a shift of orientation 

allows a more coordinated superpower approach to the region, the change should be welcomed 

and pursued. 

The perspective which should guide the superpowers is one wlhich gives priority to the 

welfare of the local states and people. It should not be an imposition of superpower views on 

weaker states. 

B. The U.S., the Palestinians and the Intifada 

The fact of the intifada demands, on both moral and political grounds, a response by the 

United States government. 

Human rights violations should be addressed in light of U.S. policy and legislation on 

human rights. The assessment of the situation found in the Country Reports on Human Rights 

Practices for 1988 is a solid beginning and should be taken into account in the implementation 

of U.S. policy. 

As noted above, the intifada points beyond human rights questions to the deeper 

political issue of Palestinian rights to a homeland. In our discussion of principles for policy 

we have set forth what we believe· is needed to address the security, sovereignty and territory 

issue between the Israelis and Palestinians. The United States should continue in political 

discussions with the Palestinians, should continue its support for a Palestinian homeland and 

should address more.clearly the relationship of homeland and soverei.gnty. At the same time 

the U. S. role should be to obtain Palestinian clarification of its December declaration 

accepting Israel's existence and the terms of U.N. Resolutions 242 and 338. This can also lead 

to more specific discussion of how the Palestinians and Israelis would see the measures needed 

to build trust and guarantee peaceful and secure borders for both parties. 

The United States should continue to press with the Palestinians the principles affirmed 

by John Paul II: that dialogue is the road to peace _in the Middle East, 11while excluding any 

form of recourse to weapons and violence and abov.e all, terrorism and reprisals." 

(L'Osservatore Romano, December, 1988) 

C. The United States and Israel 

U.S. support for Israel is basically a sound~ justifiect·policy, in the interests of both 

nations and can contribute to the progress needed in the Middle East to produce peace for 
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Israel, its Arab neighbors and the Palestinians. U.S. support for Israel, politically, 

strategically and morally should be continued. This proposition does not conflict with the need 

for the United States to maintain its own positioJJ. on a. range of issues, at times in opposition 

to Israe~ nor does it conflict with concern for human rights. For example, the United States 

regards the Israeli settlements in the West Bank as legally problematic and politically 

provocative. 

D. The United States and Lebanon 

·The horror and tragedy of Lebanon demand more systematic attention from the United 

States than they have received in several years. The U.S. cannot "solve" the Lebanese 

problem. But the dissolution of Lebanon as a nation is moving relentlessly forward; without 

the diplomatic and humanitarian (not military} intervention of major outside powers, Lebanon 

as a sovereign state could pass into history. Many .Lebanese believe the United States is 

sacrificing Lebanon to larger Middle East policy goals. 

Whatever the reason for believing this to be the case, the United States must take steps 

immediately to demonstrate that it is not. The primary need is a clear, consistent policy 

pressing Syrian withdrawal from Lebanon. This should be complemented by a U.S. policy 

supporting the withdrawal of all foreign forces from Lebanon. 

Other possible U.S. diplomatic.engagement could involve a joint U. S.-French effort, 

support for Arab League initiatives and an appropriate role for the United Nations. 

If the fighting can be stopped and the withdrawal of foreign forces begun, then U.S. 

assistance would be needed to support efforts to reconstitute state authority in Lebanon and to 

rebuild Lebanese society. 

E. The United. States and the Arab States 

The political settlement of the Middle East requires, as we have said, stable, Just 

relations between Israel and the Arab states, as well as settlement of the Israeli-Palestinian· 

question. 

While U.S • . relations with the Arab states vary across a spectrum, there is substantial 

influence with many of the key states. The United States should continue to encourage, 

persuade and press Israel's neighbors to follow the Egyptian path or'normalizing relations with 

Israel. 

The history of four major wars, the needs <?f the Arab states themselves and the fact 

that Israeli willingness to address Palestinian concerns is contingent upon the attitude of Arab 

states toward Israel, all point to the need "to normaliz·e11 the political map of the· Middle East. 

The history of the Middle East in the past fo,rty years has been marked by failure of the 

Arab states as well to respond adequately to Palest~nian needs and aspirations. Today there is 

clearly a consensus of moderate Arab states which is seeking a settlement of the Paiestinian . . . . . . 
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question based on land for peace. The United States should encourage this consensus and help 

Israel to see and grasp this moment of opportwiity. 

VI. Conclusion 

It is our conviction that a truly open moment for peace exists in the Middle East, and 

that the United States has an indispensable role to play in the peace process which has moved 

us to write this statement. 

To grasp the open moment, to transform the_potential for peace into a real process for 

peace wiill require the best efforts of many institutions, communities and individuals. In this 

statement, we have found it necessary to probe some of the complexity of the Middle East in 

order to highlight the moral principles and problems which lie at the heart of the Middle East 

question. 

We believe, however, that even beyond the political and moral intricacy of the Middle 

East there is a deeper reality which must be recognized and relied upon in the pursuit of a just 

peace. The deeper reality is the pervasive religious nature of the Middle East: its territory, 

history and its peoples have been visited by God in a unique way. The religious foundations of 

the Middle East have. political and moral relevance. The search for peace in the region 

requires the best resources of reason, but ft also should rely upon the faith, prayer and 

convictions of the religious traditions which call the Middle East their home. 

Above all else, the achievement of a just ~nd lasting peace is a grace and gift of- God. 

Although human peacemakers have their essential roles - and are blessed by Muslims, 

Christians, and Jews - ultimately peace comes as a work of God in history. 

We request the prayers of all believers for pe!lce in the Middle East. In The Ct¥tllenge 

of Peace (1989) we called on our people for prayer, fasting and Friday abstinence for the sake 

of peace. Here we renew that call with special reference to the Middle East. 

We also pledge continuing dialogue with our Jewish and Muslif!l partners and frineds. In 

our three religious raditions, -we share two central themes: the capacity for hope in the face 

of difficulty and danger and the pursuit of peace in the face of conflict and _violence. Let us 

together seek to turn our hopes into true progress toward genuine and lasting peace. 



The Jerusalem Quarterly 

·The Jerusalem Quarterly was founded in 1976 at the initiative of Sh1ano 

Argov, then Assistant Director-General of the Foreign Ministry. The idea was 

to establish an independent Israeli intellectual quarterly and to that end Argov 

mobilized the help of Eninanuel Sivan, chairman of the Department of History 

at the Hebrew University of Je.rusalem, who in tum recruited the editorial 

team. The ~J~rusalern Quarterly beg~n. publication in Fall 1976 and since then 

has appeared uninterruptedly. lwenty-eight issues have been published until 

now. The journa.l has a format sanewhat resembling Foreign Policy magazine, 144 

pages, on an average eleven to thirteen a"ticles per issue. 

The major aims the jou.rnal set for itself were: 

1) to create an 11Israeli presence" in the field of foreign policy 

publications; that is, a journal thatwouldbe read by the type of · 

reader, particularly in the United States., who reads Foreign 
Affairs, Foreign Policy, International Affair$, Orbis, etc. 

2) to create an "Israeli presence" in the field of periodicals on 

Middle Eastern. Affairs, almost all of which are ·blatantly anti
Israeli. We refer here to journals like Middle East International, 

Merip ,Reports, Int.ernati.on~l Journal of Middle East Studies, etc . . 

3) to help pranote dialogue with Jewish intellectuals in North 
America bringing thE!TI a spectrum of Israeli voices on both 

current and fundamental problems facing the Jewish people and 

Israel. 

4) to pr()llote the same type of dialogue with American intellectuals 

(of the type who read CO(l11lentary, the New Rep~~lic, Dissent etc.), 

.with special empha$'is on 'ientering the classroan"; that is, creating 

such material which may ·be used by university teachers in graduate 

and undergraduate cqurses on foreign policy, Middle East and Jewish 
affairs. 

€~· , 
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This canbination of aims explains the mixture of topics in the issues 

enclosed. It also explains the mixture of literary styles: essays, research 

reports, review articles, memoirs, fiction and poetry. 

The Jerusalem Quarterly has by now ca. 7.000 subscribers, an overwhelming 

majority of which reside in the United States. It is estimated that at least 

one half of the readers are Jewish, mostly in universities, liberal professions, 

foreign p~licy . and intelligence bureaucracies. Whereas most readers give their 

home addres~making it difficuli to come up with exact figures on professional 

affiliations, there is some solid data on institutional subscribers. Individual ()· 

subscribers pay $18.00 per year ($10.00 for the first trial period), while 

institutions pay $24.00. All subscriptions and promotions are handled by 

Harry Hochman Associates of New York City, who also handle the Jerusalem Post 

and Present Tense. 

The journal's budget amounts to roughly $195,000 per year, of which about 

$145,000 goes for production costs in Israel (including editorial costs, honoraria, 

paper and actual printing) and air delivery by El Al. At least one half of the 

".American part" of the budget goes for pranoti on campaigns to rec.rui t new readers. ~~--. 

The Israel Foreign Ministry which in the beginning bankro1Jed the whole operation 

has now seen its share reduced to $120,000, the rest caning from subscribers. 

It should be noted that magazines of roughly the same type, such as Foreign 

Policy have an analogous _share of their costs covered by the parent organization 

(in the case of Foreign Policy, the Carnegie Endownent for Peace). 

It is difficult to estimate exactly the success of the Jerusalem Quarterly, 

but one should note: 
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A) no Israeli periodical has ever achieved this kind of paid circulation. 

B) all major university and public libraries in North America and Europe 
subscribe to it and the same holds true for major foreign policy and 
intelligence agencies of the United States and other governments 
(including the Soviet Union and Arab states); the same goes for major 
think tanks (Rand, Brookings, American Enterprise, etc.). 

C) the journal has a growing number of unsolicited manuscripts coming from 
maj~r scholars and thinkers caning from outside Israel . 

• 
D) It is abstracted today in the following: International Political Science 

Abstracts, The Middle East: Abstracts and Index, Historical Abstracts, 
Jlnlerica; History and Life, and Index to Jewish Periodicals. 

E) Dozens of requests arrive every year for pennission to use articles 
in university seminars, educational activities (synagogues) and courses 
in major U.S. anny military academies. 

F) Articles fran the hournal are widely quoted, not only in scholarly and 
Jewish publications, but also in many publications which are by no means 
pro-Israeli, such as the Middle East Journal {published by ARAMCO, 
financed by the Middle East Institute of Washington D.C.) as well as 
by major Arab publications (such as al-Ahram in Cairo). 

~ 
~,;... 
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The Jerusalem Quar>ter'Ly has been appearing regularly since the fall of 1:976. 

27 issues have been published so far. In that time it has undergone no stylistic 

changes irn fonnat or design, and no major changes in content or direction, insofar 

as can be judged from fleeting acquaintance with the content of the arti'cles that 

have appeared to date·. 

. 
The quarterly is published by the Middle East Institute, the address of which is 

given as The Van Leer Institute. Its publication, in other words, is not 

associated with any one of Israel's universities •. nor with any of the well-known 

institutes of Middle. East studies· and research. This suggests that the real 

publishers are hiding· behind a 11 P.O. Box, 11 which could lead to suspicions abrut 

the journal 1s sponsors, purpose. objectivity. etc., or ·confirm suspicions about 

its bias and academic. credentials. This is not the case. however, with ,JQ, 

whoever its sponsor, whatever its purpose. its academic quality and integrity 

are beyond reproach • 

., 
The JQ is ciearly intended as a forum for Israeli academics. The majority of 

contributor.> are indeed fran the faculties of Israel's universities and research 

institutes. Yet. the format of the JQ is not that of a standard academic 

journal. It is not divided and subdivided into the usual and recurring 

compartments found in such journals, including major and minor research p~pers, 

book reviews, correspondence, debates and rejoinders, source materials, etc. The 

27 editions that have appeared so far conta1n some 300 entries, but,as far as I 

can seeJ no curru1ative index has been provided to date. Another difference from 

the standard academic journal is the minimal disturbance of the text by footnotes 

and references. 

The absence of co!r.partmenta 1 i za tion by content, the minima 1 U$e of indexing and 

footnctes is not~ it seems, accidental. The editors seem to be pursli"ing an 



lntellectual image in the broadest sense of the word. rather than a narrowly 

academic one. In other words, the JQ is inte~ded to be on a higher level and 

to seek wider appeal than the run-of-the.mill academic journal. It does not seek 

to prove obscure points by means of even more obscure · references, but to address 

rrajor issues in a more general way, This explains not only the absence of 

academic trappings, but also the considerable number 'of ranking personalities 

and public figures from all walks of life who have contributed articles to this 

journal. These have included: Yigal Allon. Abba Eban, Yitzhak Ben Aharon, 

Aharon Yariv, Nathanel Lorch, David Hacohen, Mordechai Gazit, Israel Tal, Natan 

Roter.streich, Shlomo Avineri, Yeshayahu Leibowitz, Yoram Dinstein, Ehud Aviad 

and rra.ny others. 

On the pages of the JQ. statesmen, scholars, soldiers, journalists and writers 

contribute to a broader understanding of the issues facing Israel and the Jewish 

people from within and from without. The intellectual level sought by the JQ 

means that many articles are philosophical, reflective and general in nature, as 

their titles would suggest, e.g.: 

Reflections on a Solution of the Palestinian Problem 
Reflec.tions on Palestinian History 
Reflections on Mcxiern Jewish National Thought 
Israel in Asia 
Israel in Africa 
Israel in Europe 
Latin America and Israel 
Reflections on the Future of American-Israeli Relations 
Reflections on Israeli Deterrence 
Israel and the Palestinians 

Apart from general, philosophizing statements such as these, many other articles 
are nonetheless concerned with current events . For example, a number of issues 
carried articlts which reflected the peace process that gained momentum following 
Sadat's visit to Jerusalem. Another example would be the articles relating to 

,,.,... ... 
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Israel's general ellections, and especially the change in government from Labour 
Alignment to Likud. 

The combination of articles of a reflective nature and those dealing with curr~nt 

events (there is little history for its own sake in JQ) has resulted in the journal's 

projecting something akin to an Israeli 11Zeitgeist. 11 Selections from contemporary 

literature tend to reinforce this impression. 

Included in the JQ are some 50 articles dealing with the Arab world and Arab and 

Islamic culture, of which approximately 20 are by Arab writers. These articles 

cover the whole gamut of Arab concerns from "Egypt's Population Explosion 11 _to 

"Saudi Arabia in the Red," from a political profile of Assad to a po1itical 

profile of Sadam Hussein, from the 11Marriage Crisis in Syria11 to the "Crisis of 

the Lebanese Family. 11 The result is a portrait of the wide-ranging problems facing 

the Arab \'torld today, both politically - internally and externally - and socially. 

The impression cr2ated by the inclusion of thes.e articles is that the Arab world 

is beset by numerous problems of its own, both as a whole and each country 

individually, and these specific problems either are unrelated to the Arab-Israel 

conflict or demonstrate how the conflict affects society~ religion, culture and 

other values in the Arab world no less than it does in Israel . 
• 

The overall impact of several hundred articles dealing with every possible aspect 

of Israel and the Middle East is to leave the reader with the feeling of a "world 

and the fL:llness thereof •11 By comparison, the relatively small number of 

articles addressing the subjects of the Palestinians/PLO/Judea, Samari a and 

Gaza (approx. 15) sp~cifically and not merely in passing or in relation to other 

topics of mo;e ii:'rnediate interest, fade into a wargina1ity that is no doubt 

intended by the edi tors. The problem of the Palestinians and the administered 

territories is one among a plethora of others facing both Israel and the Arabs. 

The intellectual level and the strong literary tendencies of the JQ have remained 
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consistent from first to last. There has been no falling-off in quality. In 

sumning up, it can be said that the present collection of volumes of JQ would grace 

any library or private bookshelf . Its readership cannot but emerge as well-informed 

about the complex issues of the Middle East. The impact· of the journal is subtle, 

not laboured. · The opinions expressed in the journal are Israeli opinions, and . 

there is little reliance on outside opinion, supporters, well-wishers, etc.; however 

academic or intellectual the arguments, the starting point is almost always an 

Israeli one. Even its name and the place of publication - Jerusalem - make it 

central to the subjects it discusses and convey an authority, without it seeming 

to be government-sponsored. As stated, the journal's impact is subtle, intellectual, 

authoritative, but in a cumulative, long-tenn manner. 

Despite the fact that th~ majority of the articles treat political or social themes, 

there is no immediate political message. Paradoxically, the honesty and precision 

in the treatment of the naterial and the absence of anything that would' serve 

short-term propaganda purposes, make of the JQ a perfect .example of "the other 

Israel" - Israel of technological advances and social progress - while at the same 

time it addresses the irajor issues of the region at this time. 

Nllllber of Articles by Subject Matter 

Israeli Politics - 21 

Soviet Union in the Middle East - 6 
Palestine (Mandate) - 10 

Holocaust/Antisemitism - 13 
PLO - Palestinians - 9 
Israeli Economy - 7 
Arab Politics - 26 
United Nations - 2 
Israeli Society - 33 
Nuclearization of Middle East - 1 

Israeli Culture - 19 

Arab and Islamic Culture - 19 

Zionism - 21 
Jews in Arab Countries - 4 
Judea, Samar ia and Gaza - 6 
Arab-Israel Conflict - 36 
United States in Middle East - 3 
Israel Among the Nations - 10 

Diaspora - 6 
Jerusalem - 3 

Other - 8 

\ 

•• - · 
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The list does not include literary works. 

The breakdown and allocation is of course somewhat arbitrary and approximate. 

Contributions from non-Israeli academics - 17 
Contributions from journalists - 2 
Contributions from politicians, public figures, government officials - 26 
Contributions by Arab writers - 23 
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No to Jordan At'ms Sale 

The United States is inevitably a si~ificant player in the ef.fort to 

bring an Arab-Israeli peace. To begin with. none of the Arab states would ever 

consider peacemaking with I srael ~ they thought they could defeat Isarael 

.mi1itarily. Therefore, U.S. military aid to Israel is the most immediate 

ingredient necessat:Y to create an environment for peacemaking. 

Once Israel. is perceived· as strong enough to avert defeat, then a key part 

of moving peace forward is the way the United States deals with would~be ,Arab 

peacemakers. The critical element in this. process is to make clear that U.S. 

assistance will be an integr~~ part of the American response to a serious move 

toward peace. 

This is a delicate business. Timing is everything. Til.e more the United 

States acts on "military assistance prior to an Arab commitment to peacemaking 

the less the chances that peacemaking will. be pursued. Saudi Arabia may have 

been hinting to the United· State9 in 1981 that it would make certain positive 

moves if only the U.S. agrees to sell it "AWACS , but once the U. S. did so the 

Saudis .lost any incentive to consider making a decis.ion it would prefer not to 

make in any case. As long as arms are ·sold to Arab states pri-or to their 

moving to peace then the U.S. is providing a disincentive to them to make the 

big move. 

That is exactly what is taking place today with regard to prospective arms 

sales to King Hussein. Til.e Administration maintains that the arms sale is 

necessary to embolden the King to move forward. But the King knows full well 

from the experience of Anwar Sadat that making peace with Israel does lead to 

large-scale military and economic assistance to his na~ion. Sadat understood 

that the road to Washington lay through Jerusalem. After, but only after, 

Sadat went to Jerusalem and Camp David, suc~essive Administrations and 

-over-
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Congresses opened t·heir arms to him·. Hussein knows this and if it were 

American largesse in exchange for peace he was truly after, the Sadat precedent 

of peace and then aid would be the way. 

Clearly, then, the King has not yet opted for Sadat peacemaking. Focusing 

on the need for American arms ~ he is in reality indicating that he still 

hopes. to achieve some degree of increased American assistance without doing 

what Sadat did• If, indeed, the United States does supply a. squadron of F-20s, 

sophisticated Hawk missiles and Stinger anti-aircraft missiles at this time, 

then Hussein will iµevitably fall back to the hope that he need not take the 

risks for peace in order to achieve American protection. 

It is no ~cc:;ident the1.t sev.enty senators across the political spectrum 

called o~ the Administration to desist from submitting this ~rms proposal. The 

lessons of Middle East peacemaking have·[become clear i ·n spite of the 

persistence of old State. Department views that Arab leaders must be pacified in 

order to get them to do what we wish. In fact, the vast majority of the Senate 

seems to · understand the dynamics involved, the process of earning American 

assistance that led Sadat to move, the .process of arms in advance of peace that 

led the Saudis to continued rejectionism. 

There may or may not be real movement in the peace process. Hussein's 

comments about negotiations with Israel based on 242 and 338 can lead one to 

hope; on -the ocher hand, his ~nsistence on a PLO role or veto and on 

international peace conferences can lead one to despair. One thing is clear~ 

he has not yet committed lµmself to direct negotiation.a without preconditions 

with Israel that constitute true peacemaking. 

What would bring him to make that qual~tat·ive. leap forward? · No one knows 

for sure. He always is concerned with the risks of peacemak:l.ng whether they 

------·----- -----·-·-------· ··------ -· .... - - -- --- --- -----
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come as t;hreats fJ;om the Syrians or Palestinian radicals. On _the other hand, 

· . .. ; . I ... -: \ . 

increasing Israeli settlements on the West . BatilC give him the sense that the· 

longer he refuses to negotiate peace with Israel the less there may be to 

negotiate about. 

Tbe United States can. and should play a rQle. It should indicate;~ as it 

has, that Hussein must: negociate directly with Israel. It should i .ndicate tha't 

the U. s. will · play a role as facHitator to ehe negotiations, a8 it did. in the 

Egypt-ian~I~raeli process. A~d it should ind1.cate that peace with Israel can 

transform American attitudes and Ameri~an levels of assistance to Jordan as· it 

di4 to Sadat 1 s Egypt. This ki-nd of a role can serve as ·a catalyst to 

peacemaking. 

Other kinds of American signais can only retard the process. Talk of an 

international ~onference hurts. Talk of t!he U.S. neg9tiating with the Arab~ 

rat~er that Israel hurts. And talk of a premature American arms sale to Jordan 

- before the King makes the move to peace - hurts most of all. 

KJ/kp 
Kenneth ~acobson 
0-irector 
Middle Easc·ey;-n Affairs 
Anti-Defamation Leag~~ of Jf'_nai B' rith 



Prasident Ronald Reagan 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Pre~ident Reagan, 

I am a third generation American Jew, a veteran of World 
War II, and my father was a veteran before ~e. I have always 
considered my first loyalty to my country, the U.S.A., and have 

· never felt any conflict between my country and my religion. 

I recently returned from a fact-finding mission to Israel, 
and I feel compelled to write to you about my feelings . I hope 
that this · let~er will get to your personal attention, because I 
feel that you have not been given the correct information. 

My project was to see the "West Bank" (Judea and Samaria), 
and interview as many people as I could. The individuals with 
whom I conversed ranged all the way from the far left (i.e., 
Yossie Sarid, member of the Kenneset) to the far right (i.e., 
Elyakim HaEtzni, an attorney in Kiriat Arba, a settlement just 
outside of Hebron in Judea). 

I went to Israer with an open mind and I left with the 
conclusion that Israel .sQould not relinquish sovereignty ~ 
any ;land to the A·+abs for a prOriiise of peace. My conclusion is 
6aseaon the TOllowing f~cts: 

1) From Nablus, t~e largest Palestinian city in Samaria, 
one can see the city of Tel-Aviv and the Mediterranean coast 
from Ashdod to Caesarea. This · is a distance'' of 12 to 20 miles, 
representing over 50 percent of the entire population 9£ 
Israel, within artillery range. · · · 

2) From Hebron, the largest Palestinian city in Judea, 
one can see Jerusalem a · mere 8 to 10 miles away. 

3) ~ing Hussein, and the P.L.O., have shown no desire or 
initiative whatsoever to recognize the state of Israel and 
guarantee its security~ Furthermore, history proves that their 
promises are worthless. 

4) Privately, King Hussein might express the desire to 
make peace with Israel, but he remembers only too well that his 
grandfather, King Abdullah, of Trans Jordan, was assassi.nated 
for talking to the Israelis, and Hussein does not want to 
follow in his grandfather's steps . 
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5) After Camp David, Isr·ael made peace with Sadat and 
gave the Sinai back to Egypt. After Sadat was assassinated, 
the P.L.O. danced in the streets and they immediately reopened 
their office in Cairo. On the second day of the Lebanese 
incursion for peace in the Galilee, Egypt withdrew its 
ambassador to Israel- and toe Israelis have already captured 
P.L.O. terrorists infiltrating from the Egyptian border. 

So after giving up all that buffer zone, iricluding oil 
fields and strategic air bases, the peace with Egypt is very 
tenuous. Anwar Sadat had the courage to seek peace, but can 
you blame the Israelis for not wanting to give up land to the 
P.L.O. and/or Hussein? 

6> Several of the settlers on the West Bank told me that 
they purchased their land from the Arabs and that the land was 
not confiscated after the six day war of 1967. 'They had titles 
and receipts to prove this. The land had not been used by the 
Arabs as it was rocky and barren. 

7) Kibbutz Kefar Etzion was a well-established community 
_prior to 1948 . During the War of Independence, the Arabs 
overtook it and massacred all of the defenders. They 
subsequently destroyed all of the buildings and left it to rot 
between 1948 and 1967. This was one of the first settlements 
to be rebuilt after the 1967 war. 

A report on Israel cannot be complete without speaking 
about the tragic massacres at Sabra and Shatila camps. I had 
to answer for myself the question that many well-meaning 
Americans have been asking: "Are the Israelis becoming killers 
like their Arab neighbors?" I am convinced that the answer to 
this question is a resounding "no!" 

Israel is a strong and moral democracy. When Menachem 
Begin tried to deny any Israeli complicity, because the 
Christian Pha·langists were the murderers, 400, 000 Israelis, 
over 10 percent of the total population, rallied and demanded 
an inquiry and an explanation . Where else in the world could 
this have occurred? Certainly not in Russia or in any of the 
Arab countries where massacres are a way of life. 

I spoke with a young Israeli soldier who had recently 
returned from Lebanon. He told me of entering a P.L.O. 
controlled town in Lebanon, seeing some teenaged children, and 
not taking them prisoner, only to see his life-long buddy and 
fellow soldier shot from behind by one of the children. Despite 
this, he does not hate the Arabs, as Israeli children are 
taught not to hate. 
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I spoke with Beverly Unger, a registered nurse, mother, 
and wife of a professor at Bar Elan University . She is the 
nurse for the school in Tqor, a riew settlement in Judea. She 
told us of David, a 27-year-old Israeli archaeologist, who was 
murdered by the Arabs. The entire comrnuni ty of. Tqor held a 
meeting and decided that instead of responding by starting a 
blood feud, they would open a new settlement on the other side 
of the· adjacent Arab town and name it after David. Her· 
sincerity and dedication to her land were eloqu·ent. 

\ 

These are only a few of" the many incide'nts that confirmed 
my conviction that Israel is still a very special, humane 
country, worthy of all the financial and moral support we can 

· give· her. I do not have tQ remin4 you of the efficiency of the 
Israeli Defense Force, but it is primari.ly a civilian reserve 
army, which takes time to assemble - and time r ·equires space. 
They will never trade their national security for· a worthless 
pro·mise. 

If I have added 9ne bit of knowledge to your understanding 
· of this complex problem, then my mission and this letter have 

not been in vain. 

Sincerely yours, 

Hubert J. Rubensteinr M.D. 

HJR/ls 
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INTRODUCTION OF MR. ROBERT· BASIL 

THE CRISIS IN: LEBANON HAS DOMINANTED THE EVENTS OF 'lIE MIDDLE 

EAST DURING THE PAST .SEVEEAL MONTHS. FE\-J EvENTS HAVE S TIRRED · 

, ~~HE EMOTIONS · @ m JEWISH PEOPLE IN ISRAEL , -IN THE UNimEE -STATES 
. . . . . . 

.AND ELSEWHERE AS HXSXIXRX HAVE ISRAEL'S ENTRY IUTO SOUTHERN LEBANON 

TO lflmRX UPROOT PLO TERRORISM, _ THE CONFLICT IN BEIRUT, AND THE 

. . 
TRAGEDY OF THE- PALESTINIAN MASSACRE _BY. FALANGIST MILITIA. 

-THOSE TUMULTUOUS EVENTS.~ AMPLIFIED AND FREQUENTLY DISTORTED 

BY SELECTIVE MEDIA ATTENTION,-HAVE CREATED A HOST OF PROBLEMS 

BETWEEN LEBANON AND ISRAEL. THEY HAVE ALSO LEFT A RESIDUE OF 

STRESS BETWEEN CHRISTIANS AND JEWS IN THI $ 'COUNTRY AND IN OTHER 

PARTS OF JH.E WORLE • . 

TO HELP US UNDERSTAND 'I'fIE BACKGROUND OF mHE PRESENT SITUATION 

. IN THE MIDDLE EAST t T.!:IE STATUS OF RELATIONS BETWEEN LEBANON AND 

ISRAEL, AND THE PROSPECTS FOR CON'STSUCTIVE COESISTENCE BETWEEN 
- . 

THE TWO " DEMOCRACIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST, · tJE ARE .FORTUNATE TO HA VE' 

ONE OF THE MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE f~ UT.HBBITIES ON ' THIS AREA. OUR GUEST 

SPEAKER IS MR ROBERT BASIL, - FORME:;:;R PRESIDENT OF 'HE AME,t;ICAN :'. 

LEBANESE LEAGUE .AND PRESENTLY CHAIRMAN OF ITS BOARD. MR. BASIL IS 

· ·PRESIDENT OF ROBERT BASIL INTE~iliATIONAL · TECHNOLOGIES . 

HE IS CLOSELY RELATED TO THEM MAJOR CHRISTIAN MARONITE 

LCADERS IN LEBANON .AND HIS ADVICE IS REGUARLY SOUGHT BY LEADERS 0'1! 

THE_ LEBANESE GOVERNMENT. 

BEFORE INTRODUCING HIM TO YOU t . I SHOULD ADD THAT THERE 
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HAS B~ A LONG HISTORY OF COOPERATIVE.RELATIONSHIP BET'WEEN THE 
•. . . 

AtIERICAN LEBANESE LEAGUE AND T~ AMERICt~N JE"wISH COMMITTEE .. FOUR 

YEARS AGO, AT OUR NEC MEETmG IN BOSTON, WE INVITED DR. CHARLES 

HKX MALIK, FORf'lER DISTINGUISHED FOREIGN MINISTER OF LEBAUON; AND 

. · ·.FATHER EL. HAYEK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF ·THE LEBANESE LEAGUE to 
SPEAK To.us • 

. US ALSO, SINCE JUNE OF THIS YEAR , THE AME.~ICAN JEWISH 

COMMITTEE HA.s· BEEN n~ THE FOREFRONT .OF ORGANIZE EMERGENCY RELIEF 
. . . . . 

EFFORTS WITH THE · AMERIC~ JOINT .DIS-WRIBUTION COMMITTEE FOR 
. . 

THE LEBANESE AND RALESTINiAN CIVILIANS. AS OF 'l' HIS "MONTH,. Ar1ERRICAN . .· . 

JEwR~ · HAs -CONTRIBUTED MORE THAN ONE MILLION DOLLARS IN RELIEF AND 
. . 

·REHAEILI TATION AID .TO LEBANESE AND. PALESTINIAN CIVILIANS. 

WITH THAT BACKGROUN D IN MIND, IT IS .NOW MY PRIVILEGE AND 
. -

PLEASURE TO INTR~Dl)CE TO YOU OUR DISTil'lGUISHED _SPEAKE.i!: t 

MR~ ROBERT BASIL. 

.·. ' 
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1. BLESSING OVER CHALAH AND _WINE ••• Rabbi Marc Tanenra um . 

2. LUNCHEON 

~. INTRODUCTION OF MR. RO~E_RT ~IL ( S~ IUTO) . 

4. ·RESPONSE BY RABBI TANENBAUM 

~. DISCUSSIO~. FROM . ~OOR . 

CLOSE BY 2:30 p.m. 
·-
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POPE JOHN PAUL II, PLO's YASIR l\lAFAT, AND ISRAEL 

- Some BRckground Reflections 

by Marc H. Tanenbaum 

(Rabbi Tanenbaum is n2tional interreligious affairs director of the 

American Je;,..,rish Committee and a pioneering leader in ,Jewish-Chris-t."!an 

relations. He has just returned from participating in a joint Vatf6aen

International Jewish consultation in Milan, held .from Sept. 6-9.) 

On the face of it, Pope John Paul II's agreeing to receive the ~ 

architect of international terrorism, PLO's c!"~iaf, Yasir .O.raf.at, 

was · a moral and propaganda disaster - es much to many Christians as 

.to Jews. When the dust settles ·on this surrealistic happening, it may 

prove to yield some positive features for Israel and eventual peace 

in the Middle East. In the present emotional and angry atmosp~ere, 

few may want to. allow f .or that possibility, hut reason ~nd the pragmatic 

interests of Israel ·require that consideration he given to certain 

hard realities beneath · the provovative headl~nes and ~kbaphotographs. 

To understand those "hard realities;' it is necess:ary to recall 

an earlier meeting begween Vatican of'f1cials and the PLO. In February 

(March) 1981, ABostino Cardinal Casaroli, Vatic~n 8ecretary of State, 

granted .tJo an audience to the PLO' s so-called Pore ir;n Minister, Farouk 

Kaddoumi. On the day .following that audience, Kadd.ou.."Tli called a pre::;s 

conferf'.l .nce on t be premisfls of the Vatican and issued a press state!l1ent 

de&laring that the Vatican, . in effect, supported the political positions 

of the PLO and that the Pope himself supported the PL0 1 s stand on 

Jerusalem, 

The .Jewish cornnmni ty - r-ind m1:rn .1r Christians - were outraged by 

thnt event. The aneer w~s i ntensified by the fact that e photogrPph 
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was taken at thet press conference "Showing Kacldou.mi beinG embra~ed by 

Archbishop Hilarion C;;ipucci, tbe former Melkite bishop of Jerusalem 

wbo was arrested by Israel for Run-running for the PLO. 

In October 1981, the International ·Jewish Corn.mi ttee for Int er-

religious ConsutlGti~ns (IJCIC) which maintains ongoinr, and mutually 

helpful relationships with the Vatican Secretariat on catholic-Jewish 

Relations, asked for an urgent meeting with the Vatican Secretariat of 

State. I attended that meet· ing with other Jewi sh leaders from Israel, 

Europe and iX the United States. 

This was our first 11official 11 meeting with the "State Department 

of the Holy See and we met with the hgfh officials of three Vatic~n 

secretariats. At the intense meeting, we protestaed in vigDDous terms 

the fact that the Vatican had agreed to meet with the foremost terrorist 

body in the world, a group that had in fact trained the Turkish terrorist 
I 

who bad almost murdered Pope John Paul II~ We then asked for an 

explanation of whether Kaddomm~s version of his meeti.ng with Casaroli 

was in fact what tnanspired. 

The Vatican a~thnoities, ciearly embRrrassed and defeejive, saic 

that e~actly the contrary had t aken place at that meeting. Cardinal · 

Casaroli, they told us, bad in fact read the riot act to the.PLO official 

The Vat i can spo~.{esman had condemned the PL0 1 s resort to mur.der, violence, 

and terrorism; :true:;,: he called on the .P.LO to p;i ve up its c ampaggn of 

terror :i.sm and turn to pol"t:i.ca l methods of~ rcace f'nl negottations; 

he ar.3ked the ?LO to accept .'.'?n<i abide by TTN resol11tion 2L~2 Hhich ecknowl c d 
. he 

Israel's rich t to existence; :rnd, most s tronr;ly, :!may called on the 

PLO to stop its m8ssacrcd and persecut i on of Ch r ~stians and Muslims 

both Lebanese and Palestinian in South Lebanono (At thetk it was aot 
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yet public knowled~e thAt the µLO And their leftist Musli~ allies had in 

fact since 1975 massacred Rbout 100,000 LebanesA and Palestininn civili~ns. 

Bith incBedible arrocr~nce end cle3r contempt for the ?ope and the 

Vatj_csn, the PL0 1 s 1Caddo1.uni exrloited hi!:l meeting with C8rdinal C:::iseroli 

and hijacked the Holy SAe 's fore:tr,n policy ::incl theiJJ.tx interrrntid.nal 

press by conntructinr; D .c;cc!1:.1r:i.0 o.f tbat meet:lnr: wus little less than 

a cluster .of lies, distort:i.ons, and misroproaentat ions. Su\)sGql.l.ently, 

the Vatican issued its own st~tement, but it was so va~ue -and ~bstract 

the world 's undsrstandinr; of whnt whs s11prosed t. o l1~nre tti~rnn pl ace . 

i:!ben the announcement of the proposed a11d:!tin~r-: between ?_?pe ·,Tqhr; 

?sul II and Arafat beaame publt?c, I telephoned :)rchbishcbp Pio ~1=1ghi, .... he 

Apos.ttblic Delegate to the ~r ri :i. t.ed ".)t::itcs, wbo rAs:'._,d:.> s in i-.Tashinr,ton. -. ·· 

Archbishop LBGhi , 1-1ho h:::id formerl ~.r servAd as nuncio 1>n Jer11salem for 

many years aqd then in Ar~entinR - and · who bas a record.~ o.f p;enuine 

friendship for Israel and .Tews - nnderstood at once our dist~ess. He told 

rne that he had just been on the telephone with the Vatican and urged thern 

not to allow A~afat to repeat the exploitation of the Vatican that 

Kaddoliuni had ·puibled off with Casaroli last February. The Vatic.-3 n issued 

a comrnulhique on Sept . 1 2th sa·ri nr.; the followinp: : 

11 !'.~f; .·A:F~f~t l ·i:Jvi ted ' :.; o Roi.De ·.io ~·2-rt.ici:.:;.«~.te i!1 c. \'10:.:·ld L 1te r .... :.'.rli::,

m<:.r:tc.:.ry meeting, has r c-qi_;.0.:.:tcd to be r(.;ceivi:;c: 1J.}' 'Ght; h0ly fc..ther. 

"IIis HolL::c ss h:~~u "·' '"·r~e>ed "u· rec.:.;ye l·' l· .. : ~r··· ~·r;.r -:-;,,.,,_ r··r:·· ·er"'•l \. •LJ . v \.._. . . i 1,_ .L v oe. lJ.J.~ c.:..i-·.. ~ 

11 ::tl·"'1'1 "· rr;r..r: ·t11' 11~ .. ·· l_. ;:: tu 11·~e .' -·+-er ret · " ' <" " - ~r' "-' -"'~ 0 - - _ .J.1111 lJ t.:Q L.i..., .:.:~ 8lJ'll 

coLcl: rn :if lih0 s1.lJ.)re::·;e y1o:d;if.f for the T'al~.J'tir:·i '.', ::~ :i:H~ople without a.::::1 

polit i -:;c :: l signific<:.nce l,J<H'ticularly a s T L,SL.:ccJs t::c char8.cter of 

re1/re s e :;b<:t tio:: for L-.:sc l_•v.:1-'le ::::.s clairn€C: by t he l>LO." 

... _ . . 
va :.;1 c ~.: 1t 
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by l:;!1t: Holy ~ee ' s ·1~iis ::.;:i. 1Jn t c:· . Lb.: lhi itcci ·:·a~i·>ns. "/: tic:::~·1 c~utLoritiec 

so.id the· word.inc •:J f t be e o1ncLL~1iq ul w2.s (. esi .. ~.:.· ed ~o rc~.:udiatc a1;y 

L:. tc r~.1re t2.tion of t he r;10c ·~i . .::~c;- :";. :...; n.n e.ddorse ;::ent ::·.:,: ti1c :•olK: or tT1e IJ0l.:,' 

~hu 2?10' s c lairu i~o uc 

'le.tic::.:;'; nr:::L~ t :cality on tlJe que . tion •)f thE: i'LCi ' s ::;t'-~us .~~eciS ::d.i::·ig i ·Gs 

re p n; ;_;e !1 t; r~ t ·i CJn of t l1e .1. '&.l c ::-; t iL:! i :::~ll 1x: o i' l c • 

In cor:tra:-:.; t to chc CEL0arol0.;- l: udc ouwi IJiE)<:: tine;~ ·.L'i.1e "\fz. tic:::•.n issued 

i bs 01:111 ::;t:\ \;i:·, 111cn t on t h e .-;.~ope:: :lt) lm Ta: 1l-Ar:.·1.:fo.t :1;~c tin.::; in order to 1::rqvi6.e 

the offici<-..:.1 int~rpn::t[: ti :)~l •)f :::;h:.::.t 8U(lie::ce , s.no t·J i->r cclude the PLO' s 

grabbing the intcrn::tti onal licc,d lines r,·i th its i)ro~JG~c~ti"Jdistic version of 

- Hha t 2;.ctually ·took place . D1 H three-parc-~.:;ra.;,,;h (;f)L'H.'.2'.'!n ique' t h(.; Vo. cic;:: .. 11 

said that the Vopc- ·~olcl Ar~•fat thc:1t "i;~rrorisrn -..·i2s uni.1ccc_;:;tablc as a 

m.ttll-.:: method for sol vine cm1f licts bet'•~·ecn .)t:·Jple; " h(; called for '1 2.· rec o ..... :~
i ti on · of tile ri."':h t; :; of all ·::·t::oulcs 8.nc1 ir:· '')2rciculnr t _f:·Jse of :L;alc;~ti::ian . - .- """ ... 
. ue op le for 't ~1e ir own hor:JC l:..;.:·id 2.nd of I sr•:·c 1 for securi ty; 11 :-.nd w.hilc 
11 ex::.>ressi nc (:.ood v-1illifor ·tLe .~: ·2L stir;i::-:t:; s'1 ·i;hc ?ope· e..,:_;<.::.in "stron~lJ 

deplored tc:rrorL:rn1'1 :::t] ; c\ ez;,-.re ~:; . _ ed Lie hopes tt:.2.t ~f:<:~t ·2L.<rre t"! t E:f.::·orb> 

to fi1;d a solution to the Isr,_-.c li-!Ja~~.~sti :·dan c011i'lict ".is n:Jt inter1~ur; te6 

<::=~nd t h:".t it can bE:cm:ie a l T1::c i 0::iL1.s e lc!.:.lecl:; of ;:;; t !.::b ilitj: 2nc i;eacE: i n ti:;.e 

rE idC.1le :S;~.s t. 11 

bet;ii1 b is gC:::eral <::=~uD,ie::1c(;;. ~ li_trL~c his addl'cs~; , t >c .Pope s t re~"':i::;;ed t he 

" i ·r;1i-;o!'.t:<:'i cc of rc :..;~1c c'.tin~: L;.; :c ri~'.:i :. t ;:; c:f all ~:.:copli:: im tl::.c ar0a e.no t E.: 

ne e d f e r re c.::l~c.: i lic..tio1i c:·nD :;ole r~'ncc ." J·!e ~hen .. reitcrated lihe Va·~i c2n 1 s 

lon;;_.:::;tar~d ing 6.e::1rn1d fo1' th:. iJ1tc:r;·!atio11ali 3a t ion of the holy places 

i'ri ,]":. rus::::.le m - rioi.~ the: i :r;tcrt'iD.t i 0:1i:· .. lizati:)11 (·f the ci ty of Jeru:~mle1:::: . 

i.'h£,t , ~co, constituted c. re.:. .~ u i::~ti o1·1 of che :i'J,O :~·:·:c1 Ar::.b- Uusl i m c1em3.!·ld 

t;ho.t tl:tC: Vo..ticr.i.n ide.iiGify i >Jf:lf wi th their ,;,1ositi 1):1 i·~·hich cr:.lls f·Jr 

t"h:.:m to tLoze cl' 
l 
....... 

u cou:l.d be SE:d'J 

r:.u~t si.::: ce 

sovc l'e'~ .. u t . • 
~ v 

~he PLO Gn0 . ~be Arqb- }llslim extremists. In 
2.s c:, poli t i e:8.l vic;:,ory fo r Isr~~01 1 s cause. 

that 

into_ r nc·!'.i.01-.. ul ; . 1·-· l1' c· 1· ~·~ i·o, -, o 1·· - ~1.., "' f r"ec ·L '1- ._, 
y - - - - _ ..., -~ -=> ::i . !• .. ~·...;,.~ ''"'- - tiec. oy ·~i"~e 
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ii;ia,;E; s of re ;.;.,li 'c· • .:1 convc;;~ d by the ma:.:-rn ~1edia , ti .t:: o single 1:.:iho to.;-rap:t:·:. 

of the :;_·:·,.)pe - ~rie· Vice..!' ·:::f -::.'.hrist on .::-:.:::c.:r t;h - cl2s.:.~in:::; the hands cf· 

in tl:: .. c thi r d led 
I~rc::.elis to GC: ri::: tL::.:.t L~t~C. i·.-~~ce: c'-S ··r~voltinc " ;:trn.1 .'t1orld J e :.-,;ry to 

1fi'eel betrayed and ou t:c;.~L.: ci: . • 

It is no·~ T1e..ivc c•pti ·!:~L::u to lD1:1e thc..t :_;r1c;s ~ ~-:c 21;. - hour se::::~.H.L·t:ioi'! 

cti;u:: ie_uce will. i:~<:~vc more: '! <;::; ·~in.:.; c.J..'Jcct~ a~~d Ltl(; i ;!:::.::.tcl..y !Ji.:._:ht 

c 0 .:·1 f; ti t ·u te ~:. co tit rj uu ti 111! to ~ 'e =--'et: au a rec :.;r;. c L'.. :j_::.:·. t i ·~·n in t Le h:ict d le 



[end] 

Or;iginal Glecoame111ts 
faded ar;icitpor illegible 




